Dear Member,

We hope you've had a great month so far and are ready for another round of exciting news and upcoming CIBSE events. All the best,

The CIBSE ANZ Team

Silver for Kinsella

In recognition of outstanding service to the institution, Peter Kinsella, Victoria Chapter Chair was presented
with the Silver Medal at the recent ANZ regional meeting in Perth.

The Great Chilled Water Debate - Event Review

On Tuesday, February 27, property group Charter Hall hosted the CIBSE NSW Great Chilled Water Debate.

It was great to see all stages of the design and installation process represented on the panel and there was some excellent discussion about ensuring that a particular design solution is appropriate for a particular building.

Read on, view speaker presentations and industry guidance

Breaking records to help others

At CIBSE, we recognise the need to look after our members and former members, their families, their loved ones and pride ourselves in helping, especially through sickness, bereavement or financial hardship through the Benevolent Fund.

Read on
NCC 2019 Regulation Impact Statements open for public consultation

The consultation period for changes proposed in the National Construction Code (NCC) 2019 is now open and the ABCB is seeking your feedback.

Have your say

Young building services engineers and graduates wanted!

Are you under the age of 35 and working passionately in a building services engineering role in Australia or New Zealand? Looking to step above and excel in your field? CIBSE has the answer for you. Get noticed with your entry to the CIBSE ANZ Young Engineers Awards.

Tell us in a short video (less than 3 minutes) where you think the future of building services is heading and be in with a chance as 2018 CIBSE ANZ Graduate of the Year or Young Engineer of the Year.

With cash prizes of $1000 plus flights and accommodation for out of town finalists to attend the CIBSE ANZ Annual function and Awards in Sydney this is the opportunity to be seen by 120 industry guests from all over the region and advance your career.

Entries close 1 May 2018

Enter now
Unlocking future potential with Candice Lim CSIRO Project Officer for STEM Professionals is Schools and Desilee Tait, Teacher at Loreto Kirribilli

In this session we get down to grass roots, with an initiative that focusses on children and teenagers - the engineers of the future.

Find out more about the different opportunities to get involved and how you can partner with teachers at schools to provide some real time knowledge and experience to implement in the classroom.

Click to tune in

Challenging the model of building services in high-care high-rise facilities

The unique and radically mixed 20 story Adelaide CBD 'U-City' development that has just commenced construction for Uniting Communities and will include a respite hotel for patrons with severe disabilities, long term disabled accommodation and retirement living. With such a diverse range of occupants, the fire and evacuation procedures had to be completely reassessed and redesigned.

Read on
Where are all the women engineers?

Women make up approximately 12.4% of the engineering labour force in Australia - even less in building services engineering. To tackle this statistic, Lucy is an innovative mentoring program offered to top students through the Women in Engineering and IT group at the University of Technology Sydney, pairing students with mentors in STEM related organisations.

Could this be an initiative for your organisation?

Read on

'ENGineering Buildings' your new quarterly Digital Magazine

We hope you enjoy this publication and look forward to receiving your feedback.

Take a look
CIBSE SA - University of SA New Health Innovation Building – Mechanical Services

**Date and Time:** 15 March 2018, 15:45 - 18:30

**Venue:** Health Innovation Building - Uni SA North Tce, Morphett Street, Adelaide, SA 5000

[Click for details]
CIBSE Auckland - Fire Engineering: Lessons from Grenfell Tower

**Date and Time:** 21 March 2018, 17:30 - 19:30

**Venue:** Beca Offices, 21 Pitt Street, Auckland, 1010

Over 250 firefighters and 70 engines were no match for the fire that engulfed Grenfell Tower in 2017. With 71 lives lost, this tragedy highlighted the role of Fire Engineers in building design and sent shockwaves through the building industry worldwide.

Join us to hear Daryn Glasgow, Beca Technical Director – Fire Engineering, talk about the lessons from Grenfell Tower and how design decisions need to be considerate of system wide impacts.

This is a unique and rare technical session, not to be missed.

[Click for details]
ARBS 2018 Exhibition

Date: 8 - 10 May 2018
Venue: 14 Darling Dr, Sydney, NSW 2000

Connect and network with peers, colleagues, designers, contractors, suppliers, installers, and end users over 3 action packed days of exhibition, seminars, product presentations, awards dinner and specialty networking events.

Click for details

CIBSE ANZ AGM 2018

Date and Time: 9 May 2018, 16:00 - 17:00 Venue: ICC, 14 Darling Drive, Sydney, NSW 2000

You are invited to attend CIBSE ANZ Region's 2018 Annual General Meeting.

In accordance with the Institution’s rules, all Officers and one half of the committee shall retire at each AGM. Retiring Officers and committee members are available for re-election.

Click for details

ANZ Annual Cocktail Function & Young Engineers Awards
ANZ Annual Cocktail Function and Young Engineers Awards

**Date and time:** 21 June 2018, 18:30 - 21:30

**Venue:** Australian Museum Sydney, 1 William Street, Sydney 2010

CIBSE invites members and industry guests to join us for an evening of drinks, canapes and celebration for the Australia and New Zealand Annual Cocktail Function and Young Engineers Awards.

This is a night for the building services industry to come together, network, as well as support and recognise outstanding young engineering talent from around Australia and New Zealand.

[Click for details]

---

**Let’s Talk**

---

**Tweet of the month**

@FrankieMuskovic

Industry needs to engage with the changes proposed for section J of the NCC 2019 in good faith and support a trajectory for future changes to provide regulatory certainty and encourage innovation. Check out my article in @CIBSEANZ ENGineering Buildings.

[Take a look]

---

**Linkedin post of the month**

Shakila Shamm, Regional Sales Manager (ASIA PACIFIC) at SAS ASIA BAR SYSTEMS PTE LTD

‘Act like a lady, think like an Engineer’ Happy International Women’s Day to all women in construction/engineering!

[View post]
We hope you enjoyed the newsletter. If there’s anything you’d like to see more of in next month’s edition, don’t hesitate to get in touch.

Email: spetonii@cibse.org.au